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1. Executive Summary 
 
Hotchkiss Insurance appreciates the opportunity to respond to the Request for Proposal from 
County of WEBB COUNTY, Texas (hereafter referred to as “WEBB COUNTY”) for employee benefits 
consulting services. 
 
In business for over 40 years, Hotchkiss Insurance is a major privately held firm whose only business 
is insurance. We are one company, with no competing profit centers or silos. We have the flexibility 
and freedom to assign resources to support our clients as needed. We have no financial obligation 
to stockholders, so nothing takes precedence over our commitment to our clients. 
 
What does this mean to WEBB COUNTY? You are assured of receiving outstanding knowledge and 
experience, objective guidance, and quality service to meet your requirements and goals. 
 
The highlights of our strengths as WEBB COUNTY’s benefits consultant include the following: 
 

• Industry Position. Hotchkiss Insurance ranks among the largest privately held firms in our 
industry in the United States. Across our company, we place and negotiate annual premium 
in excess of $100 million. This volume of business translates into significant market 
knowledge and leverage, and positions us to deliver the best financial results. 

 
In addition, I serve many education and public sector clients. Not only do we understand 
your needs and challenges from a benefits perspective, but we are committed to growing 
the partnership and support that goes beyond fulfilling our role as WEBB COUNTY’s broker.  

 
• Business Model: Hotchkiss Insurance’s book of business includes clients of all sizes. We 

provide the resources and expertise of a national consultant, combined with local support 
from our offices in Houston, Dallas, Fort Worth and San Antonio for every aspect of your 
benefits program.   

 
• Strength of Your Service Team: You work directly with a dedicated team of seasoned 

account professionals, whose members average over 20 years of industry experience. All 
have worked extensively with accounts across multiple industries.  The team includes:   

– Account managers, who provide a level of day-to-day responsiveness and support 
that no other national consultant can match.  

– Subject matter experts, who represent all the core disciplines needed to plan and 
implement a high quality, cost effective benefits program. Their expertise covers 
Underwriting and Financial Analysis, Health Care Reform and Benefits Compliance, 
Health and Wellness, Employee Communications, and Quality Assurance.  

– Your account team will remain the same from day one and throughout the 
engagement. We never replace senior professionals with junior level personnel. You 
will come to know and rely on all of Hotchkiss Insurance’s team members. 
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• Strategic Planning: Given the cost and complexity of health insurance, “If you fail to plan, 

you plan to fail.” This is why Hotchkiss Insurance will develop a benefits business plan for      
WEBB COUNTY, beginning with a detailed analysis and financial review of your current 
program.  
 

• Proactive, Innovative Solutions: Your account team has a comprehensive knowledge of the 
Texas benefits market as well as national carriers and best-in-class products and services. 
We will systematically explore every option to help WEBB COUNTY lower costs while 
maintaining the quality and competitiveness of your program.   
 

• Health Care Reform and Compliance Support: Your account managers, supported by the 
compliance specialist on the WEBB COUNTY account team, provide updates, analysis, and 
guidance year round to help you manage the impact of the Affordable Care Act and all other 
national and state regulations.  
 

• Quality Control: Our quality control program helps to ensure the consistency and quality of 
our service, and WEBB COUNTY’s satisfaction as our client.  

 
• Cost Certainty and Value: We have proposed an all-inclusive, highly competitive fee for the 

quality of service provided.  

 
Hotchkiss Insurance is confident in our ability to effectively partner with and serve WEBB COUNTY. 
We look forward to advancing to the next stage in your selection process. 
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2. Background Information  
 
Hotchkiss Insurance was founded in 1975 by Doug Hotchkiss. Doug, as a successful CPA and real 
estate executive and an “outsider” to the insurance marketplace, was able to bring innovative 
strategies to Hotchkiss that would fuel sustained organic growth over the decades to come. Forty 
years later, Hotchkiss Insurance is one of the largest privately owned agencies in Texas and is 
uniquely positioned to leverage a depth of resources, experience and strong carrier relationships 
with a dedicated, nimble team to deliver the highest level of service to our clients. Hotchkiss 
operates regionally across Texas with four offices across the state and over $150 million in written 
premium. 

Hotchkiss is a member of the prestigious Council of Insurance Agencies and Brokers, which includes 
the finest insurance brokers in America. We value our employees, and one important way we 
support them is by investing in their professional development. 69 of our associates hold at least 
one industry designation; 39 hold two or more. Additionally, we have a department devoted to 
employee education and training which includes industry development, professional development 
and technology. As an agency, we have received numerous awards highlighting our culture and 
client service, including being named a “Best Places to Work” company in Houston and Dallas, 
multiple times. The best demonstration of this, however, is the tenure of our employees. Nearly 40 
percent of our employees have served over ten years with Hotchkiss, and this coming year, 16 of our 
team members will have over 20 years of service. 

The Consultants of our firm have served a number of education and public sector clients. Below is a 
representative sample of those accounts:  

Current or former Public Sector Clients of the Consulting Team  

 
Because we are privately held, Hotchkiss Insurance is able to make faster decisions and implement 
service changes quicker than our larger competitors. Our private ownership allows us to be more 
flexible than larger, publicly traded firms. We have the ability to make difficult, long-term financial 
decisions without short-term pressures from shareholders. In addition, our vertically integrated 
structure allows us to access our greatest resources and talent for each client because all of our 
services are rolled out on a national basis. 
 

• Brazoria County 
• Brownsville ISD 
• Houston ISD 
• Jefferson County 
• Lower Neches Valley Authority 
• Medina County 
• Sabine Neches Navigation District 
• Sabine River Authority 
• San Felipe Del Rio CISD 
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Employee Benefits Practice 

Employee Benefits Services is one of five business units within the Hotchkiss Insurance organization.  
It has been an independent business unit within Hotchkiss Insurance, with offices in Texas since 
1975.  It is directed by an executive management team, which manages its own budget and has full 
profit-and-loss responsibility. 
 
Our area of focus is larger and mid-sized organizations, both public and private—organizations that 
are often underserved by traditional brokerage options.  Within this space, we deliver the greatest 
value in terms of the range and quality of services provided. These services include: 
 
 

• Underwriting and Financial Analysis 
• Account Management 
• Plan Design 
• Funding Options 
• Population Risk Management / Worksite Wellness 
• Benefits Administration 
• Health Care Reform and Compliance  
• Employee Communications 
• Quality Assurance  

 
We will deliver these capabilities to WEBB COUNTY through a dedicated staff whose goals are not 
only controlling costs, but helping your organization use benefits to optimize recruitment, retention, 
and employee health and satisfaction. 
 
Consistent with our “Local in Focus” approach, WEBB COUNTY will be served by a combination of: 

• Account management and support specialists based in Houston, Dallas, Ft Worth and San 
Antonio   

 
Dedicated Account Team 

Hotchkiss Insurance utilizes a team approach to service our accounts. In this way, the client is 
guaranteed to receive all of the core services necessary for the effective management of its 
employee benefit program.  
 
These services are delivered by professionals who have outstanding knowledge in their given areas 
of expertise as well as first-hand understanding of the client’s specific program, population, and 
needs. As stated in the Executive Summary, team members average more than 20 years of industry 
experience. They have worked with major insurance carriers, broker consultants, and/or specialty 
vendors, frequently in senior management positions.  The team is also highly experienced in the 
education sector. For example, over the course of his 35-year career consultant Carey Malek has 
extensively consulted and/or placed insurance products with education and public sector clients in  
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Texas, which includes many independent school districts such as Brownsville, Beaumont, McAllen, 
and Round Rock. 
 
The members of your account team are shown on the organization chart below. It is followed by a 
brief description of their account responsibilities.  
 
 

• Carey Malek, Consultant, is the consultant for your account. He will contribute to strategic 
planning and ensure that WEBB COUNTY receives the best possible service at all times from 
the benefits team and the Hotchkiss organization as a whole. 

 
• Chris Hamilton, Consultant, Chris brings 18 years in corporate finance and insurance 

industry working with mid-market, regional and national employers. He holds an MBA and 
BBA in finance. He will contribute strategic planning, executive supervision, and problem 
escalation to your account team.  
 

• Natalie Cooper, Account Executive, Natalie brings 9 years in the finance and insurance 
industry. She has extensive experience implementing and managing self-funded health plans 
and associated programs. Natalie has her BBA in finance, her Life & Health license, and held 
the FINRA Series 7 and 63.   
 

• Reney Galvan, Account Manager, Reney brings 17 years of experience in the insurance 
industry. She has extensive experience working on both the brokerage/account 
management and carrier sides of employee benefits business. Reney has her life and health 
license. 

 
• Candi Olivo, Account Manager, Candi has worked for 15 years in the insurance industry. She 

has extensive experience working on both the brokerage/account management and carrier 
sides of the employee benefits business. 
 

• David L. LeFevre with LeFevre Law, P.C., is outside counsel that specializes in ERISA and 
benefits law. Representing clients throughout the United States, LeFevre is engaged to 
review findings, provide in-depth commentary on specific issues, and respond to escalated 
client questions.  
 

• Kim Espinosa, Manager, Marketing & Communications, will manage content and advise on 
the production and distribution of benefit communication materials for employee 
awareness and education.  
 

• Adan Perez, Consultant/Risk Manager, is an outside consultant retained by Hotchkiss to act 
as a local representative in Laredo and to support the Hotchkiss team.  
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3. Approach to Representing Webb County  
 
The goals of our account services team in support of Webb County are to: 
 

• Align the benefits strategy with each client’s overall business strategy 
• Identify and address all risks and cost drivers 
• Develop affordable, high-quality employee insurance programs 
• Educate clients on all options available in the marketplace 
• Mitigate health risks to reduce the number and severity of claims 
• Support and provide options to improve administrative processes 
• Provide an excellent experience for employer and employees  

 
Strategic planning is a cornerstone of our effectiveness. A strategic approach is necessary to combat 
market pressures and ensure your plan is financially viable long-term. Our basic methodology is as 
follows: 
 

• At the start of every engagement, Hotchkiss Insurance account leaders interview the client 
and other stakeholders in the benefits program) in depth, in order to learn about the client’s 
goals and priorities, benefits  history, management, culture, and human capital needs. 

 
• We work with the client to prepare an annual “benefits business plan” to identify (1) all of 

the major account management objectives and deliverables for the coming plan year;  and 
(2) longer-term goals and directions for the program.  This plan provides an initial “Program 
Analysis and Financial Overview” of your current benefits program.   
 

• Once agreed to by the client and Hotchkiss Insurance, the business plan is mapped onto a 
“Benefits Service Calendar,” which breaks out and schedules all the activities needed to 
fulfill the plan’s deliverables on a weekly basis for every month of the plan year. At the same 
time, the calendar serves to keep the client informed about the status and progress of the 
benefits program on an ongoing basis.  The details of the calendar will continue to be 
modified in response to new information, conditions, and priorities.  

 
• A customized timeline/Benefits Service Calendar will be developed for WEBB COUNTY 

during the first month of our engagement, based on client interviews, our program and 
needs analysis, and WEBB COUNTY’s input and sign-off on the overall strategic plan, key 
deliverables, and target dates. A model Benefits Service Calendar is provided. 

 
• We review progress with the client at both scheduled and ad hoc meetings. We will provide 

monthly claims data, legislative updates, and the status of upcoming benefit activities and 
any open issues. Larger program components are broken out, defined, and tracked through 
a detailed Project Plan. 
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• This process is repeated annually to adjust and re-focus the benefits business plan for each 

new plan year. Aiding the process is an annual Stewardship Report and meeting, to formally 
look back at the past year, evaluate the program’s success to date, and review open issues 
and their status going forward. 

 

Obtaining Competitive Bids 

Based on our strategic plan, we facilitate a fair, objective procurement process that will identify 
qualified vendors and plans and help WEBB COUNTY make the most informed decision.  
 

• We begin by reviewing the specific goals and requirements in going out to bid with the 
client, so that those parameters are clearly identified and represented in the RFP document 
to be distributed.  
 

• We prepare a questionnaire that is comprehensive in scope, but clear and precise in the way 
information is presented. All specifications are provided for both individual products and 
services and the overall program, including timelines, deliverables, and expectations and 
conditions regarding performance.  

 
• Prior to distributing the RFP, we use our market knowledge to pre-qualify the list of 

candidates (e.g., A-rated or higher) to save time and create the most competitive field. 
 
• Upon receipt, the content of all responses will be reviewed and spread sheeted. (This 

includes financial analysis by our underwriting team to confirm the accuracy of the 
proposed marketing results.) We then meet with the client and present a side-by-side 
comparison of the candidates, highlighting their strengths and weaknesses. Based on this 
evaluation, finalists are recommended. 

 
• Finalists are given the opportunity to respond to questions and revise their proposals. They 

are invited for an in-person interview, which the client is encouraged to attend. 
 
• The winning candidate is then selected, subject to execution of the contract. Hotchkiss 

Insurance will oversee the contract process and work with the new vendor to facilitate a 
smooth transition based on a customized implementation plan. 

 
 
Reducing Costs / Maintaining Quality 

As previously stated in this section, Hotchkiss Insurance will build a strategic benefits business plan 
to help WEBB COUNTY reduce costs. This customized plan would be based on a thorough analysis of 
your current program, its history, and client input and discussion regarding your needs, objectives, 
and corporate culture.  
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That said, the following pages introduce some preliminary examples of initiatives which, given our 
experience within and outside the education and public sector space, should be worth investigating 
on WEBB COUNTY’s behalf: 

 
A. Negotiating Renewals 

Our firm has strong relationships within the carrier and provider community, based on the volume 
of business we place annually and the extensive experience of our account teams and senior 
management.  We always look to leverage those relationships to our client’s advantage. 
 
Our negotiating positon is strengthened even by the work of the underwriters and financial analysts 
assigned to your dedicated account team. They bring years of experience working with both large 
national carriers and benefits consulting firms, and will have first-hand knowledge of your 
organization.  Their work gives us even greater information, insight, and additional bargaining 
strength. 
 
B. Self-Funding, Narrow Networks, Direct Contracting and On-Site Clinics 

Companies choose to self-fund their benefit programs for several reasons: 
 

• Cash flow is improved as the employer holds its own reserves and only funds claims as they 
are paid. 

• Self-funding reduces the impact of federal and state premium taxes, which ranges from 2% - 
5% of premium. 

• Typically, self-funding allows for more employer control over plan design. 

• State-mandated benefits must be included within insured contracts, but self-insured 
programs have the option to include or exclude these features.  

• Self-funding allows for better targeting of health issues. 

• Narrow network offer significantly better discounts than traditional PPO’s and can be used 
a third plan option in the benefit plan. 

• Direct contracting allows employers to take advantage of local buying power to establish 
special relationship with selected providers within their current PPO networks. 

• On-site clinics are proven to reduce costs on the health plan.  They can also reduce cost for 
unrelated to the medical plan such as pre-employment physicals, occupational costs, drug 
testing, DOT and non-DOT physical exams.   It can also be used as a Workers Comp approved 
provider. 
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Hotchkiss Insurance has established itself as a thought leader in self-funding and other alternative 
funding methods, including direct contracts and value pricing.  The analysis and design of funding 
programs is supported by our internal actuarial and underwriting expertise as well as our 
comprehensive knowledge of health plan vendor capabilities.   
 
We have recently negotiated a direct local hospital contract for one of our Counties clients here in 
Texas.  The result was twofold.  We received better pricing and we set up a referral network to keep 
patients at the local hospital.  That created even more savings by keeping patients local instead of 
higher priced alternatives.  It actually had more of an impact than the reduction in contract pricing.   
 
We have been instrumental in developing narrow networks with hospitals in several markets.  We 
get better pricing and lager networks than the insurance companies can develop.  They are also 
“outcome based” which put a premium on doctors success rates.  It actually saves more money than 
severe discounts.  A reduction in recidivism is paramount for successful out comes.  
 
We have become leaders in the On-Site Clinics.  We implemented several over the last few months 
because the market costs have dropped considerably.  We see this as part of a comprehensive plan 
to reduce costs for health benefits plus many other cost reductions not attached to the health plan. 
 

As your benefits consultant, Hotchkiss Insurance will analyze your claims data on a continual basis to 
evaluate if and when a change to or consider direct contracting, narrow networks or if value pricing 
should be considered. Should you decide to make a change, we will structure the program, market 
the providers, and fully manage the implementation process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OTHER ALTERNATIVE FUNDING INITIATIVES  
 

• Direct Contracting 
Some hospitals and providers will be willing to direct contract with the District to provide deeper 
discounts than offered by traditional PPOs. 

• Narrow Networks 
Smaller networks with significantly better discounts. 

• Value Based Pricing 
Client pays fixed costs based on Medicare or some other reimbursement basis.  The result can be 
a significant reduction in plan claim costs. 
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C. Health & Wellness Programs

Effective health and wellness programs can reduce the frequency and severity of claims, and 
improve the quality of employee lives. That is why Hotchkiss Insurance is committed to helping 
clients develop wellness solutions that are “affordable” to our clients and within the scope of their 
internal resources to budget and administer.  To achieve these goals for WEBB COUNTY, we have 
assigned Rick Fox, a wellness specialist, to your dedicated account team.  

Effective worksite wellness typically has four interrelated tracks, shown below with examples: 

• Education
– Distribution of Health & Wellness newsletters
– Sponsoring biometric screenings (e.g., blood pressure, cholesterol)
– Raising awareness and participation in carrier disease management programs, etc.

• Plan Design Changes
– Weight loss programs covered at 100%, Diabetes drugs covered at no or low copays, etc.

• Financial Incentives
– When the employee completes a Health Risk Assessment
– When the employee completes preventive screenings
– When the employee participates in activities that promote good health (e.g., a tobacco

cessation program) etc.

• Employer Commitment and Leadership
− Supporting in-house wellness activities
− Ongoing program recognition and endorsement, etc.

We recommend industry best practices to our clients (e.g., engaging spouses, domestic partners, 
and covered dependents, and linking incentives to biometric results) and look to design a long term 
strategy that emphasizes objective results and return on investment.  

In addition, based on available carrier data, the underwriters/analysts n your account team will 
annually review claims activity. If the cost of claims has significantly increased from the previous 
year, we will determine whether the major cause is isolated “shock claims” (which are unlikely to 
recur) or a more widespread trend among your population.  

If the latter is the case, Hotchkiss Insurance will analyze the data to identify the at-risk groups and 
recommend appropriate health management responses to reduce WEBB COUNTY’s exposure going 
forward.
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Our Advantages Representing Webb County 

• Hotchkiss Insurance’s business model allows us to provide all the expertise and resources of
a national consultant, but with the hands-on, day-to-day support and service of a local
broker.

• Hotchkiss Insurance’s experience public sector clients. We understand and have proven
ourselves responsive to their (e.g., strict budget constraints; importance of benefits in lieu of
salary to recruit and retain quality personnel; often limited HR staff).  We always look to
strike a balance between saving money and maintaining and improving the quality of your
benefit offerings.

• Your account team consists of seasoned benefits professionals. These professionals will
remain on your team for the length of our engagement. Not only will WEBB COUNTY benefit
from their knowledge but also from the consistency of their permanent assignment to your
account.

• Hotchkiss Insurance has been doing business in Texas since 1975. Our knowledge and
presence in this market contributes to our local and national negotiating leverage as we
annually place more than $100 million in premium company wide.

• Our “benefits business plan” approach systematically addresses all of the factors impacting
your cost and the needs of your agency. We are relentless in exploring every option on your
behalf for the best possible results.

• We place special especial emphasis on providing client information, education, and
guidance regarding compliance, especially in the critical area of Health Care Reform.

• We partner with specialized vendors to offer innovative solutions to our clients. In the case
of WEBB COUNTY, our partnerships can provide (a) a state-of-the-art benefits
administration system at no additional cost; and (b) a potential opportunity to receive a
reduction in premium for participating in an outsourced worksite wellness program.

Our pricing remains highly attractive for the range and depth of services we provide. We are also 
willing to put a percentage of our compensation at risk if we fail to deliver outstanding service by 
including a performance guarantee as part of our cost proposal.   
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4. Employee Communications

Communicating benefit program information and directions to employees is often an inefficient and 
costly process for employers, whether for open enrollment, workplace wellness programs, or other 
event-driven needs. We have the expertise to develop accurate, effective, and professional 
employee communications in support of WEBB COUNTY at no additional charge.  

Your account team is experienced in the writing and design of awareness-building and educational 
tools, and includes a communications specialist. We work with multiple forms of media in various 
languages based on client needs, such as: 

• Print

– Brochures

– Flyers

– Newsletters

– Signage

– Direct mail

• Video

• Email

• Web-based

• Hand-held devices

• Advertising premiums

• Live presentations

• Virtual meetings

• Events (e.g., health fairs)

Hotchkiss Insurance takes several steps to ensure consistent and professional messaging throughout 
the communications process. For example: 

• We make sure that we understand and reflect all of the client’s corporate communications
standards, in terms of both graphics and content.

• A project plan is developed for each communications project, so that the required
timetable, deliverables, resources, development stages, approval process, and
production/distribution schedules are better understood and adhered to.
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5. Annual Reenrollment

Hotchkiss Insurance will indirectly support and help coordinate certain aspects of the open 
enrollment process through completion. Your account team will work with your HR management to 
create a complete Open Enrollment project plan and timeline. Aspects of the program to be 
addressed include: 

• Finalizing of benefits offering and employee contributions
• Defined roles, responsibilities, and deliverables for the client, the vendors, and Hotchkiss

Insurance
• Scheduling
• Enrollment procedures
• Required plan documentation
• Creation and distribution of employee communication and educational materials (including

legal notifications)
• Enrollment meetings (live and webcasts)
• Facilities preparation (if needed)
• Q&A support for employees
• Coordination, review, and transmission of final enrollment data with the carriers.

In addition, after open enrollment is completed, we conduct a renewal review meeting with the 
client. The purpose of the meeting is to review results and identify any adjustments or changes to be 
made in the future. 

Open enrollment is more than an administrative event for employees—it is an educational 
opportunity, with special emphasis placed on plan changes and new product rollouts. Your account 
team (which includes a communications specialist) is experienced in the planning, writing, and 
design of awareness-building and educational tools. In addition to meetings, we can employ a range 
of techniques and media (print, email, intranet, etc.) to proactively disseminate information, build 
awareness, and facilitate the enrollment process. 
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6. Rebidding Process  
 
Our firm has strong relationships within the carrier and provider community, based on the volume 
of business we place annually and the extensive industry experience of our account teams and 
senior management.  We always look to leverage those relationships to our client’s advantage. 
However, conducting effective renewals is not only a matter of “who you know” but “what you 
know.” Carrier formulas based on claims data is what drives cost. The approach of Hotchkiss 
Insurance is to treat renewals as an ongoing 12-month process so there is always sufficient 
information and time to budget, negotiate, make plan adjustments, and go to market if necessary. 
Highlights of our approach include the following steps: 
 

• Monitor and report on claims activity on a continual basis. 

• Have the underwriters on your account team prepare an “early warning” renewal projection 
at least six months before the renewal date for planning and budgeting purposes. 

• Work to obtain the carrier’s renewal as far in advance of the renewal date as possible. This 
gives us time for a thorough analysis and response. 

• Have our underwriter’s recalculate the renewal, using our assumptions and results to check 
every aspect of the carrier’s submission for accuracy and reasonableness.  

• Review details of the recalculation with the carrier’s underwriter as well as the carrier’s 
account manager. This allows for the professional and productive discussion of the merits of 
our findings. 

• Aggressively market coverages to obtain the most favorable pricing for WEBB COUNTY. 

 
Hotchkiss Insurance’s renewal process is consistently effective for two reasons. First, we can 
evaluate the renewal cost far enough in advance of the actual renewal date that all negotiating 
options are open (e.g., meeting with the carrier’s underwriters; escalating within the carrier’s 
organization; going to market).  These options would often not be available if the renewal were 
received only 60 days prior to the renewal date, which is often the carrier practice. 
 
Second, our advocacy for our clients is based on objective data and analysis. We are speaking the 
carrier’s language from an underwriting perspective. We are going to get better results because we 
are making an evidence-based case. 
 
Our extensive knowledge of the insurance market enables us to pre-qualify carries and vendors 
before distributing the RFP, thus saving time and facilitating the selection process.  However, we do 
not play favorites.  As a professional broker/consultant, Hotchkiss Insurance maintains industry-wide 
relationships but never at the expense of the needs of the client. WEBB COUNTY can have complete 
confidence in the objectivity and transparency of our marketing process. 
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7. Compliance  
 
Failure to meet the maze of federal, state, and local compliance requirements exposes a client to 
potential fines and lawsuits. Hotchkiss Insurance has a regulatory compliance group to assist WEBB 
COUNTY in this area. For WEBB COUNTY, these services are coordinated through ErisaFire who 
concentrates on legal and compliance issues as they impact employee benefits.  
 
To perform this function, we utilize a comprehensive range of information sources, including 
industry databases, specialized news services, professional benefits and HR organizations, dedicated 
legislative and compliance reviews, and government websites and advisories. Our internal 
compliance group is assisted by the outside counsel of David L. LeFevre (LeFevre Law P.C.), which 
has a specialty practice in ERISA and benefits law. They are typically engaged to review findings, 
provide in-depth commentary on specific issues, and respond to escalated client questions. 
Representative issues reflect such topics as: 
 

• Health & Welfare Plans 
• Qualified Plans 
• Executive Compensation 
• Fiduciary Compliance 
• Mergers & Acquisitions 

 
Our core support services for compliance include: 
 

• Health Care Reform guidance from a regulatory, financial and operational perspective  

• Ongoing review and identification of relevant legal and regulatory developments. These 
findings are communicated to clients directly from the account team or via the electronic 
distribution of compliance updates.  

• Providing an annual compliance timeline (a sample is provided in the Exhibits section) 

• Performing a compliance review of basic benefit documentation requirements, such as:  

– Summary Plan Descriptions for all plans 
– Annual Report of Employee Benefit Plan – Form 5500 and related documents (as 

applicable) 
– Coverage continuation arrangements – COBRA and state specific requirements 
– Medicare – Part D notification and filing requirements 
– Child Health Insurance Plan (CHIP) – notice requirements 
– HIPAA – notice requirements 

 

• Assisting in preparation of a Wrap Summary Plan Description to help reduce government 
filings and simplify communications related to ERISA compliance.  
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Today’s overriding regulatory concern is Health Care Reform.  To keep our clients up to date on the 
Affordable Care Act—and prepared to make all of the decisions the law requires—we provide a 
comprehensive program that features these initiatives: 

• Continue to monitor and analyze legislation; provide updates as soon as new information is 
released.  

• Conduct Health Care Reform compliance reviews (e.g., for W-2 reporting, Summary of 
Benefits Coverage, Affordability Standard, etc.) customized for the client organization and 
the state(s) in which it operates. 

• Help manage the Summary of Benefits Coverage process for fully insured and self insured 
plans. 

• Aid in evaluating potential “Pay or Play” scenarios and affordability tests. 

• Evaluate private Health Care Exchanges and defined contribution approaches for employers 
considering this direction.  

• Ongoing communications/education program through monthly newsletters, webinars, client 
meetings, and escalation of questions to the head of our Compliance group or ERISA counsel 
as needed. 

• Schedule specific Health Care Reform meeting dates for one-on-one counseling. 

• Sponsor roundtable sessions with selected clients to share best practices and client-specific 
strategies.  

 
Hotchkiss Insurance takes a hands-on, proactive role in addressing this critical topic. We do not just 
pass along information or wait for the client to ask questions. Health Care Reform is a topic on our 
agenda for every client meeting. We help our clients crunch the numbers (from Pay or Play analysis 
to calculating the number of “full-time equivalent employees” or FTEs) and objectively assess 
financial alternatives and strategies.  In effect, we accept the responsibility to lead our clients in 
planning for this highly complex and challenging legislation. 
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8. Additional Services 
 
Online Database for Benefits and HR Information 

Another business partner gives Hotchkiss Insurance access to an online database for benefits and HR 
topics, which target the information needs of both employers and employees. One of the primary 
advantages of the database is its emphasis on timely and effective communication. At any time an 
inventory of 3,000 publications is ready for distribution in print and electronic formats. 
 
We can provide WEBB COUNTY with your own direct access to this communications database.  You 
will have the ability to search and download the publications of your choice on a continual, on-
demand basis. This feature (called “Think HR”) offers a custom portal for the communications 
section of the database. Examples of recent articles include: 
 

• Understanding a Health Savings Account (HSA) 
• Sample Employee Handbook 

Policies 
• Live Well, Work Well Newsletters 
• Workplace Wellness  
• Weight Loss Winner 

(comprehensive workplace wellness 
competition) 

• Top 10 COBRA Mistakes (and How 
to Avoid Them) 

• Section 125 Plans: Do You Need 
One? 

• Creating and Maintaining Employee 
Personnel Files 

• Health Insurance Terms You Need 
to Know 

• National Health Observances Calendar 
• Fitness First: Exercise and Healthy Eating 

 
There would be no additional cost to WEBB COUNTY for this service.
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9. Compensation

• Hotchkiss Insurance proposes two compensation options, either of which can be chosen at the
discretion of WEBB COUNTY:

– Hotchkiss Insurance would charge an annual flat fee of $75,000 to provide brokerage
consulting services for all of WEBB COUNTY’s current lines of coverage, to be paid in
monthly installments.  This price would remain in effect for the first year of the contract,
with a 5% increase per annum in option years 2, 3 and 4, unless a pricing change is mutually
agreed upon.  All insurance products would be procured net of any commissions.

– Hotchkiss Insurance would waive the annual flat fee in lieu of being named Broker of Record
on all voluntary (employee paid) insurance products and receiving standard broker
commissions for each year of the engagement as long as they cover in excess of the annual
flat fee proposed.

• Hotchkiss Insurance provides a comprehensive package of all services needed for the successful
planning, implementation, and management of an employee benefits program—both financially
and operationally.

The chart beginning on the following page summarizes these services, which can be adjusted
and further customized, if needed, to meet the specific needs of WEBB COUNTY.

• The contract period would be for one base year and up to four option years. WEBB COUNTY has
the right to cancel the contract at any time after the base year with three months’ notice.

• Quality and client satisfaction are ingrained in Hotchkiss Insurance’s culture. To demonstrate
this commitment, Hotchkiss Insurance is willing to place a portion of our fee for core services at
risk, based on objective mutually agreed-to criteria, should we fail to deliver outstanding
performance.
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Employee Benefits Capabilities 

 

 

Strategic Planning  

Benefits Business Plan   

• Develop a comprehensive understanding of the client. 
• Identify excessive costs and exposures through financial analysis and 

vendor/operational review 
• Plan and implement a long-range strategy for operations and cost 

control. 

Financial Analysis 

Advance Renewal Projection               

• Project renewals  in advance of carier submission. 
• Establish budget requirements and determine marketing objectives—

with enough time to take appropriate action. 
• Eliminate surprises for the client. 

Recalculation of Carrier 
Renewals 

• Conduct internal, line-by-line review to check carrier submission for 
accuracy and reasonableness. 

• Use findings to drive negotiations favorable to the client. 

Benchmarking 

• Evaluate the client’s benefits program compared to companies similar in 
size, industry, location, plan design, etc.  

• Use findings to help keep program competitive for recruitment and 
retention. 

Utilization Analysis 
• Study available carrier claims data to determine cost drivers (in terms of 

health conditions and employee behavior). 
• Develop targeted strategies to address cost drivers and lower costs. 

Alternative Funding Studies 
• Review multiple alternatives to traditional full insurance. 
• Present options that balance the potential of lower costs against the 

client’s tolerance for higher levels of risk. 

Provider Network Studies 
• Conduct network access studies of competing vendors to promote 

optimal use of in-network providers. 
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Account Management 

Dedicated Account Team 
• Assign a team of specialists dedicated to serving the client’s needs. 
• Ensure client always works with senior professionals with proven 

industry experience and success. 

National Resources and       
Local Support 

• Provide access to national insurance and administrative markets, 
vendors, subject matter experts, and other resources. 

• Combine the above with day-to-day local support, both proactively and 
in response to client requests. 

Service Calendar 

• Map out activities, due dates, and responsibilities for the entire year; 
continually review and update as needed.  

• Ensure that the client knows what to expect in terms of service and 
performance.  

• Keep Hotchkiss Insurance accountable to the client at all times. 

Vendor  Negotiations and 
Management 

• As one of country’s largest broker/consultants, leverage volume of 
premium placed, carrier relationships, and underwriting expertise on 
client’s behalf. 

• Optimize finanical results and carrier performance during renewal  and 
throughout the plan year.   

Market Review and Client 
Education 

• Keep the client up to date on industry developments through direct 
reporting as well as monthly newsletters, quarterly webinars, and 
special publications and events. 

• Look to apply this information to help make improvements in the 
client’s program. 

Stewardship Report 
• Annual review of program status. 
• Identify and resolve open issues. 
• Discuss and lay groundwork for upcoming projects. 

Benefits Administration 

• Establish client requirements, needs, and goals in this area.  
• Provide employers and employees with the advantages of a mobile app 

that hosts wellness programs, a benefits library,a nd other educational 
and time-saving features. 

• On request, consult on a technology platform to facilitate enrollment 
and HR tracking of employee benefit activity. 
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Health Care Reform and Compliance 

Comprehensive ACA Support 
Program 

• Proactive education and guidance, including: 
– Latest updates 
– Pay or Play modeling 
– Defined contribution approaches 
– Health Care Reform compliance reviews to avoid exposure and 

penalties 

Employee Benefit Plan 
Compliance Reviews 

• Identify risks and and assist with corrective action in areas such as: 
– Plan documents and Summary Plan Descriptions 
– Section 125 Cafeteria Plans 
– COBRA procedures 
– Benefit plan discrimination rules 
– HIPAA privacy 
– Preparation of annual plan notices and filings                  

Employee Engagement 

Custom Communications 
Programs 

• Provide an annual employee communications plan and schedule. 
• Assist HR with all phases of employee communications through print, 

email, the Internet, live meetings, and events. 

Benefits Landing Page/Portal 

• Create and manage an easy-to-use benefits web portal for employees. 
• Give employees instant access to plan documents and descriptions, claim 

forms, carrier websites and customer service, and client specific 
information. 

Quality Assurance 

Individual Client Experience 
(“I.C.E.”) Program 

• Proprietary process used by Hotchkiss Insurance to align the client's 
benefit strategies with its organizational and human resource goals. 

• Attain specific and measurable results. 
• Ongoing review of strategies and benefit plans, making adjustments as 

needed to remain current with organizational and/or market change.   
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Population Risk Management / Health & Wellness 

 Wellness Programs 

• Based on available data, apply results of utilization studies to identify
chronic conditions and incidence of potentially preventable large claims.

• Develop and manage initiatives to help employees improve their health
and reduce claims.

• Use results to help lower benefit costs and improve employee
productivity, attendance and job satisfaction.

• Establish means to objectively measure and track results (e.g., employee
participation; lower benefit costs; reduced disability claims) and
calculate ROI.

Select Services 

Individual Worksite Voluntary 
Benefits 

• Research and propose new products to add value to the benefits
program without increasing client costs



EXHIBIT I:
additional account team

member profiles 
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Carey Malek  
Employee Benefits Consultant 
210.581.0412 
cmalek@hiallc.com 

Hotchkiss Insurance is a fee-based firm that has a specialty in doing projects for public entities. My 
expertise in this field comes from a long background in this area. I have been doing insurance and 
consulting for over 35 years with firms like Aon Hewitt and Willis. I have consulted and placed large 
commercial accounts like Dell, Continental Airlines and AT&T. I have also consulted or placed 
insurance on public business like Brownsville ISD, Beaumont ISD, Cameron County and Jefferson 
County from one end of Texas to the other. I have a wealth of experience from working with groups 
like these that will help you customize a solution for your entity. 

I have helped design one of the first client specific PPO networks in the State for a Texas school 
district. I specialize in self-funded groups as it allows entities the flexibility to design and contract 
with the medical community to its’ advantage. We still have experience in fully insured, Cost Plus or 
Reference Based Pricing, HMO and retiree benefits.  We have also used effectively used site-based 
clinics and mobile clinics as part of the overall medical spend strategy. Clinics along with an active 
Wellness plan couple very well with the introduction of narrow networks and direct contracting 
with providers. 

Every entity is different with different challenges and goals. We can help you attain your goals at 
fees that are reasonable. We maintain and provide experts on ACA, in house so that this service 
won’t need to be outsourced.  We do a full assessment and make recommendation all as part of our 
basic services. We also house a wellness expert to do an in depth assessment of your specific issues 
and find a solution. Every wellness plan is customized to the employer’s wants and needs. We 
employ actuarial services for every need from GASB-75 valuations to setting funding requirements.  
Also, as part of our services we employ local underwriters to help with dealing with carrier renewals 
and other projects when an actuary isn’t needed.  All these are part of our basic services. 

We will assign an account manager to assist with everything from planning and communications to 
open enrollments. Again, all part of our basic services. Below is a partial list of the public entities 
with which I have worked with or are current clients: 

Brownsville ISD  Point Isabel CISD 
Los Fresnos CISD Jefferson County 
McAllen ISD  Brazoria County 
Rio Hondo ISD  City of Brownsville 
Beaumont ISD  Brownsville PUB 
Sweeny ISD Port of Beaumont 
Round Rock ISD  Port of Brownsville 
Copperas Cove ISD LNVA 
Pearland ISD  Sabine-Neches Navigation District 
Palacios ISD  Jefferson County Drainage District #7 
Medina County 
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QUALIFICATIONS 
• Twenty plus years in the insurance industry with Texas Department of Insurance and

Insurance Service Organization (ISO)
• Certified in OSHA General Industry Safety & Health
• Experience in developing safety programs that identify risk with solutions
• Experience in teaching safety training classes to departments (use of proper PPE &

equipment) and implementing safety programs with incentives
• Experience in laboratory safety, including biosafety, radiation safety and bio-waste disposal
• Experience in Health, Safety and Environmental problems
• Experience in delivering quality risk assessments, loss analysis reports, transfers of risk and

implementing Loss Prevention Programs
• Experience in administrating random alcohol and controlled substance testing program
• Experience in Self-Funded Employee Benefits Program, Cobra, Dental and RX coverage
• Experience in establishing Wellness Programs
• Experience with annual renewal and/or bid process for employment benefits and other risk

management coverage’s
• Experience in contract negotiations with third party vendor for the Benefits Program
• Experience implementing health program plan documents, deductibles, premiums, and fee

charges
• Experience in monitoring stop loss fees, aggregate fees and run-off fees
• Experience with insurance committees and training (education of members)
• Experience in managing COBRA, HIPAA, FMLA, transitional return to work program, light

duty and disability
• Experience in coordinating annual open enrollment process and conducting benefit

orientation to new employees
• Experience working with the Finance Officer on setting insurance funding and payment of

deductibles

Adan Perez  
Consultant  
Risk Manager 

Certified in OSHA General Industry Safety & Health. Offering 30+ years of experience in 
conducting pre-suit claim investigations and preparing initial reports, while reducing exposure and 
expense. Breadth of experience spans HR Administration, FMLA, HR Policies & Rule Implantation, 
Terminations, Employee Benefits (Self-Funded), HIPPA, Enrollment and Renewal Contracts, Audits,  
Wellness Programs, RX, Financial Risk, General Liability, Student Insurance, FEMA Experience, 
Property and Casualty oversight. Influential leader and consensus builder; expert ability to 
communicate with diverse audiences with varying agendas. Verifiable track record with analyzing 
issues/techniques in the areas of risk management, audit methodology, and claim quality. 
Leadership excellence resulted in millions of savings in a self-funded health and Workers’ 
Compensation Programs. 
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• Experience with managing large budgets and maintain a positive fund balance    
• Experience with preparing benefits booklets, insurance cards and activating the health 

system toll free number  
• Experience in Self-Funded Workers’ Compensation Insurance Program and return to work 

programs (light duty) 
• Experience in consulting with various vendors, i.e. private investigators, medical providers, 

case managers and attorneys  
• Experience in preparing and attending employees BRC, CCH and Appeal hearings 
• Experience in developing a medical network for employer 
• Experience in commutating with doctors, imaging centers and hospitals  
• Experience in assisting in claims management and subrogation 
• Experience in Workers’ Compensation contracts negotiations with stop loss coverage  
• Experience in reviewing workers’ compensation employees claims with adjuster with 

recommendation for closer  
• Experience in writing job descriptions with Functional Capacity Evaluations (FCE) requirements 
• Experience in investigation work-related injuries to determine cause 
• Experience in fleet and cargo insurance, accident investigations, vehicle inspections and training  
• Experience in Property/Casualty Insurance with flood coverage (NFIP), boiler & machinery 

coverage and FEMA recovery 
• Consult and advise with architects, engineers and contractors on heavy complex structural 

buildings 
• Experience in public building inspections of school’s facilities, chillers, water treatment plants and 

multi-level complex structures  
• Experience in roof design - UL Laboratory, Factory Mutual design (class 90, 60, metal decks), 

poured decks and pre-cast roof 
• Experience in fire protection of steel frame, reinforced concrete buildings and fire-rated 

doors 
• Experience in concrete PSI requirements for FR, SFR insurance rating 
• Experience in contract compliance, contractor’s legal liability, builders risk coverage, 

equipment coverage, subcontractors default insurance (SDI) and subcontractor’s bond 
• Experience in ansul systems and inspections 
• Experience in sprinkler systems and inspections 
• Experience in General Liability coverage and working with legal counsel on claims, 

subrogation’s  
• Experience with Emergency Management Planning   
• Experience in reviewing insurance proposals coverages for (RFQ’s, RFP’s)  
• Experience with preparing renewals for the coming year and procuring proposals for the 

upcoming fiscal year  
• Experience in developing a good working relationship with all insurance carriers and agents 
• Experience in office management, customer service and supervision. 
• Experience working knowledge of OSHA, ANSI, FEMA, SORM, EPA, NFPA and Homeland 

Security 
• Excellent communication skills (bi-lingual) verbal and written 
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TRAINING 
Property Rating Field Training  Re-Roofing Certificate 
Specific Commercial Property  Drafting 
Blue Print Training SBCCI  Technical Training-Windstorm Roofing 
Sprinkler Training   OSHA Certified 
Hood & Duct Systems   Concrete Training 
ARM 54, 55    Human Resource Training 
Leave, Absences & FMLA   TXSRMA President 2009-2010 
Safety Training    (TX School Risk Manager Association) 
Fire Prevention    Drugs in the Work Place 
Slip, Trip & Falls    Tool Safety 
Office Safety    Lockout/Tagout 
Ladder Safety    Electrical Safety 
Heat Stress    Tagout/Lockout 
First Aid & CPR Training   Confined Space Entry 
Benzene    Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) 
PPE     Machine Safeguard     
Combustible & Flammable Liquids Fall Protection 
Civil Engineer Training (40hrs)  Fire Extinguisher 
Hazard Communication   Spill Prevention & Response Procedures 
Water Damage Restoration  
(Certified by IICRC) 
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EXHIBIT IV:
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benefits service calendar 







Monthly Tasks

Responsible 

Party

Target Week

Week/Date

Completion 

Date

Jul-15 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4/5

BOR effective date HIA/Carriers Week 1

File Broker of Record letters with all carriers HIA/ABC Week 1

Initial meeting with ABC; identify and prioritize open issues; next steps HIA/ABC Week 1

Obtain all plan documents, current census, claims history, etc. HIA/ABC/Carriers Week 2

Meet with carrier/vendor representatives HIA/ Carriers Week 2-3

Examine plan designs HIA Week 3

Benchmark plan parameters HIA Week 3

Conduct analysis of data received HIA Week 3-4

Confirm/complete filing of Form 5500 for plan year 2014 HIA/ABC Week 3-4

ABC benefit newsletter; Health Care Reform and compliance updates; webinars HIA Weeks 1-4/5

Aug-15 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4/5

Obtain early renewal from carriers HIA/Carriers Week 1-2

Underwriting recalculation of the early renewal HIA Week 2

Discuss findings of recalculation with carriers HIA/ABC Weeks 3-4

Conduct utilization review study HIA Week 2-3

Examine cost reduction strategies and feasibility for client HIA Week 3-4

Review status of Health Care Reform compliance and strategy HIA/ABC Week 3-4

Monthly call to discuss open issues, update calendar, etc. HIA/ABC Week 4/5

ABC benefit newsletter; Health Care Reform and compliance updates; webinars HIA Weeks 1-4/5

Sep-15 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4/5

Discuss findings, recommendations, and next steps HIA/ABC Week 1-2

Finalize benefit plan and renewal strategy HIA/ABC Week 2

Prepare and distribute RFP to market HIA Week 3

Begin wellness program review/development HIA/ABC Week 4/5

Monthly call to discuss open issues, update calendar, etc. HIA/ABC Week 4/5

Monthly claims review HIA/ABC Week 4/5

ABC benefit newsletter; Health Care Reform and compliance updates; webinars HIA Weeks 1-4/5

Weekly Activities

Sample Benefits Service Calendar for ABC Company

Renewal date of 1/1/2016.

Final submission subject to further discovery, client review, and approval. 
Calendar to be reviewed and updated throughout the plan year.

1 of 3



Oct-15 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4/5

Review RFP response; finalize carrier selection HIA/ABC/Carriers Week 1-2

Finalize plans for wellness initiatives during plan year HIA/ABC Week 2

Announce wellness program to employees HIA/ABC Week 3

Monthly call to discuss open issues, update calendar, etc. HIA/ABC Week 4/5

Monthly claims review HIA/ABC Week 4/5

ABC benefit newsletter; Health Care Reform and compliance updates; webinars HIA Weeks 1-4/5

Nov-15 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4/5

Prepare Open Enrollment schedule and communications plan HIA/ABC/Carriers Week 1

Open Enrollment period HIA/ABC Week 3-4

Collect final employee documents at conclusion of Open Enrollment ABC Week 4/5

Monthly call to discuss open issues, update calendar, etc. HIA/ABC Week 4/5

Monthly claims review HIA/ABC Week 4/5

ABC benefit newsletter; Health Care Reform and compliance updates; webinars HIA Weeks 1-4/5

Dec-15 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4/5

Check enrollment forms for accuracy and completeness; prepare carrier submissions HIA Week 1

Transmit final enrollments to carriers HIA Week 1

Receive eligibility file from carrier for issues resolution Carriers/HIA Week 2

Carriers mail new ID cards (if needed) Carriers Week 3

Employee wellness communication/activity HIA/ABC Week 3

Monthly call to discuss open issues, update calendar, etc. HIA/ABC Week 4/5

Monthly claims review HIA/ABC Week 4/5

ABC benefit newsletter; Health Care Reform and compliance updates; webinars HIA Weeks 1-4/5

Jan-16 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4/5

Plan year 2016 begins HIA/ABC/Carriers Week 1

Renewal wrap up meeting HIA/ABC Week 2

Employee wellness communication/activity HIA/ABC Week 3

Monthly call to discuss open issues, update calendar, etc. HIA/ABC Week 4/5

Monthly claims review HIA/ABC Week 4/5

ABC benefit newsletter; Health Care Reform and compliance updates; webinars HIA Weeks 1-4/5

Feb-16 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4/5

Annual objective setting meeting for 2016 plan year HIA/ABC Week 1

Employee wellness communication/activity HIA/ABC Week 3

Monthly call to discuss open issues, update calendar, etc. HIA/ABC Week 4/5

Monthly claims review HIA/ABC Week 4/5

ABC benefit newsletter; Health Care Reform and compliance updates; webinars HIA Weeks 1-4/5

2 of 3



Mar-16 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4/5

Annual stewardship meeting HIA/ABC Week 1

Deliver Wrap Summary Plan Document for 2016 plan year HIA Week 2

Employee wellness communication/activity HIA/ABC Week 3

Monthly call to discuss open issues, update calendar, etc. HIA Week 4/5

Monthly claims review HIA/ABC Week 4/5

ABC benefit newsletter; Health Care Reform and compliance updates; webinars HIA Weeks 1-4/5

Apr-16 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4/5

Employee wellness communication/activity HIA/ABC Week 3

Monthly call to discuss open issues, update calendar, etc. HIA/ABC Week 4/5

Monthly claims review HIA/ABC Week 4/5

ABC benefit newsletter; Health Care Reform and compliance updates; webinars HIA Weeks 1-4/5

May-16 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4/5

Employee wellness communication/activity HIA/ABC Week 3

Monthly call to discuss open issues, update calendar, etc. HIA/ABC Week 4/5

Monthly claims review HIA/ABC Week 4/5

ABC benefit newsletter; Health Care Reform and compliance updates; webinars HIA Weeks 1-4/5

Jun-16 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4/5

Conduct mid-year review; present HIA renewal projection HIA/ABC Week 1

Deliver signature-ready Form 5500 HIA Week 2

Employee wellness communication/activity HIA/ABC Week 3

Monthly call to discuss open issues, update calendar, etc. HIA/ABC Week 4/5

Monthly claims review HIA/ABC Week 4/5

ABC benefit newsletter; Health Care Reform and compliance updates; webinars HIA Weeks 1-4/5

3 of 3
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